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My project is to develop a data management protocol for biohazard issues that impact public health and 
where geospatial data collection can show evidence and scope of biohazard impact. Such effort should 
result in framework for geospatial health data intelligence and biohazard community mapping. Protocols 
should be operationalized when public concern is warranted from HIPPA data not with the intent to 
violate privacy, but to prevent systemic or community harm found in health indicators via local 
community health mapping. My case study by about Detroit public schools effort by led by Mr. Raymond 
highlights a need for intentional collaboration and public discourse protocol between geospatial and 
health data communities. Hence, my intended interest group involvement for this effort is with the 
Geospatial IG and Health Data IG on what prevented its biohazard issue from being addressed earlier. 
Such investigation may yield more intentional synergy between geospatial and health data research 
communities. Therefore, I would seek a team of at least 3 participants from each interest group for data 
protocol, workflow and biohazard community mapping development applicable to our case study and 
potential 2-3 other types of health issues that could be mapped with sensors, drones or crowd sourced data 
systems to suggest a best practice a practical data management remedy for biohazard community 
mapping. 

Specifically, this focus results from my work from my 2016 degree in library sciences. What combination 
of geospatial and health literacy is needed to remedy such findings from the work of Mr. Raymond where 
lead poison was found in Detroit public schools? My project would work to build a common remedy 
framework empowered by the interest group to suggest what could have minimized this biohazard 
exposure to an entire population of children and a community. Could discrete community mapping of 
blood levels been presented to health and school officials for prevention and is a privacy policy that 
prevents such archaic and in violation of due process for this community? If sensors, drones and 
crowdsourcing research represent new opportunities of data management for geospatial and health 
communities to remedy biohazard impact then why are they not in widespread use and formal 
interdisciplinary training? What would such a workflow look like and how can it be properly data 
managed? Ideally, how does a professional community of geospatial and health professionals properly 
data manage such activity? This effort should allow a set of researchers from both interest groups to 
experiment with data procedures to remedy a repeat of lead poisoning in Detroit public schools or any 
biohazard or health disparity issues 

With input from these two interest groups Geospatial IG and Health Data, I would look to build the three 
best workflows that would remedy biohazard community mapping. Such should encourage robust data 
exchange between geospatial/environmental data and health data mapping, data models, data surveillance 
standards, data ingestion and such literacy. I believe that crowd sourced data from sensors and drones will 
be a future consideration of governments and citizen scientists and by studying the Raymond work, such 
outcome might be prevents in the future. Perhaps, some discourse of mapping to trusted officials in 
needed to ensure community health in being measured in some capacity. 

For the Geospatial IG, the main issues are is crowd sourced data a sustainable data curation effort at this 
time with technology tools in propriety or open sources geospatial tools? What regular reporting could 



have reduced the exposure to lead poisoning and lead to effective community sharing? Is geospatial 
health intelligence needed at a time of proposed reduced EPA regulation or environmental oversight? 

For the Health data interest group, assuming privacy issues are addressed, what health indicators can be 
best classified as short term of long term metrics? Moreover, do biohazards have an immediate or delayed 
response in health data collection that could be efficiently mapped? And with privacy as a concern, what 
threshold demand some public mapping to prevent an epidemic state to the population or risk to child 
populations? 

Randall Raymond’s collaboration with health informatics persons about lead poisoning in the Detroit 
Public school system is an example of geospatial and health data professional working together. The 
Center for Disease Control has already formally responded and quietly policy inquiries have been set off 
around the USA (https://goo.gl/EK7f1x or https://goo.gl/umoukL ).  

This project will aid my career trajectory in teaching disruptive technology, open source solutions, 
information systems, interdisciplinary problem solving with data, and health data informatics where 
geospatial data support is required or crowd sourced.  I have a passion for working to visually map all 
health disparities, but have experienced no public data available data for issues solely because of an over 
reliance to privacy concerns. Thus, a pseudo public protocol may aid community feedback loops and 
warrant necessary intervention. My work aims to proof a data lens of assessment for community mapping 
of health data without risking any violations of privacy for formal protocol and data policy acceptance. 

Per my CV I have an extensive record of working in teams and across disciplines in a very successful 
manner that has led to national posters, presentations and oral talks. My critical core skills of geospatial 
data use has allowed me to work to create solutions to societal challenges. In collaboration with teams and 
other disciplines I believe this project will be an example of feasible solutions that may aid humanity via 
biohazard community mapping. 

Project Timeline: 

May 17, 2017 -orientation 
May 20 -formulate the best or cheapest forms of virtual communication, database, data sources 

and tools for a set of research to assist me in the development of this geospatial health 
workflows and protocol development 

June 1 - Send a survey to both the Geospatial IG and Health data work groups list of interested 
researchers interested in this topic with a minimum of 3 each  

 -Engage in communication and brainstorming with team to build multiple perspectives 
and set major milestones for project success  
-work to have some efforts underway that can be formalized for 6 top priorities and have 
data management lifecycles and have Randall Raymond critique 

September 1 - develop 5 top workflows with critiques and experiment with how we can show best 
practices to biohazard toward community mapping that does not violate privacy 

November 1 -draft way to test the models, workflows and protocols with our communities for 
feedback and look for ways to publish and further build consensus and funding 
opportunities 

February 1 -prepare presentations, publication and review 
April 1  -make final presentation and adjusts for final project submission in May. 
May 1, 2018 -final presentations 
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